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HANDS FREE
FOOT OPERATED SANITIZER UNIT
CLEAN HANDS ON-THE-GO
The touch free sanitizer unit is a manual, free standing, easy setup
and low maintenance hand sanitation option for businesses, offices
and public spaces.
Robust + Sanitary
The design features a durable, black, antimicrobial hospital grade
powder coat finish over an all-metal construction and is made for
spaces that consistently see heavy foot traffic.
Convenient
The large 1-gallon bagless reservoir can be filled with any bulk gel
hand sanitizer and can be refilled and reused when empty. If for any
reason the container need to be replaced, the reservoir brackets can
be adjusted vertically to accommodate various container sizes.
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DISPENSE

Customizable
Custom graphics can be applied to the front face of the unit and to
the shroud surrounding the sanitizer reservoir for advertising or the
promotion health and safety.

Unit Specifications
Each unit comes with x1 reservoir and pump (not filled) and x1 hands
free foot operated sanitation stand.
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EASY REFILLS
Loosen the hardware securing the empty reservoir and
remove. Refill the container with your choice of bulk hand
sanitizer, place it back on the stand, secure the hardware and
the refill is complete.
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Open and fill

Bottom plate and top
collar can be loosened
and adjusted to help
refilling or to better fit
other similar sized
receptacles if need be

EASY STEPPING
The bottom of the unit features a wide metal foot plate that
can stand up to repeated use and outside weather conditions.
Only a small amount of pressure is required to dispense the
liquid gel.
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Tighten hardware and pump
and the unit is refilled for
repeated use

Shroud discourages theft and
can host graphics

CUSTOMIZATION
Each unit has two areas that can feature graphics and advertising.

Front plate

Reservoir
shroud
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